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Released for JIRA CLOUD on April 5, 2022

In this release, we've added a few improvements and bug fixes.

In this release

Improvements

JCLOUD-1375 Updated Jira cloud navigation - included the app in the drop-down menu

JCLOUD-1584 Added approvers to the list of supported fields

EXACOMP-1247 Added a refresh button for pending status

EXACOMP-1257 Added information that Bulk Exalating all the issues before testing the rules out would

result in a huge queue

EXACOMP-1282 Added a progress bar to explain the sync process

EXACOMP-1490 Improved the Home button on the Edit connection screen

EXACOMP-1579 Added a confirmation modal for the unexalate action

Bug fixes

JCLOUD-1487 Fixed the issue where headers were not synced to the Jira Cloud side

JCLOUD-1489 Fixed the issue with changing text color after sync

JCLOUD-1578 Fixed the issue with sprint sync

JCLOUD-1627 Fixed the Log.info() for the incoming script

EXACOMP-1171 Fixed the "Do not send external/internal comments" option

EXACOMP-1620 Fixed the "Do not send external/internal comments" option in Visual mode

EXACOMP-1623 Fixed the connection description update 

EXACOMP-1644 Fixed the favicon.ico URL

EXACOMP-1700 Fixed the issue where the connection could be created with no configuration type selected

EXACOMP-1201 Added an issue key in the confirmation pop-up

EXACOMP-1338 Fixed the default value for Labels

EXACOMP-1706 Fixed the naming in Visual mode scripts

EXACOMP-1716 Fixed the Connect operation to the already synced issue

EXACOMP-1659 Fixed the error message that occurred while trying to sync an issue to a project that no

longer exists

http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/search?phrase=:Jira+Cloud
https://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/jira-fields-and-entities-available-for-synchronization
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